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Usage of languages in the Internet 
Content languages for websites

W3Techs.com, 25 September 2019

Top Ten Languages in the Internet 
in Millions of users  

Internetworldstats, April 2019

2“Decolonizing the Internet” 



“Zones of contact”

Translation is 

“a tool capable of revealing complementariness among 
practices and common (mis)understandings, as well as, 

crucially, facilitating the recognition and validation of 
different knowledge models where needed.”

Élika Ortega

Debates in the Digital Humanities 2019
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What is sentiment analysis?

The act of determining if a text has a positive or negative polarity 
(also known as valence or semantic orientation):

● positive polarity expresses favorable sentiment
● negative polarity expresses negative sentiment

Mainly used by companies to determine the reception of their 
products by their clients on comments, reviews, Facebook, 
Twitter, Yelp, etc. 
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Can I use sentiment analysis 
in novels written in Spanish? 

What resource can I use?

Can I use this method in 
a multilingual context? 
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How sentiment analysis with syuzhet works
“La realidad ha sido para él nueva vida, para ella ha sido dolor y asfixia, ha 
sido la humillación, la tristeza, el desaire, el dolor, los celos…” (Marianela)

“Reality to him meant a new life--to her, anguish, suffocation, humiliation,
 sorrow, contempt, an empty life, jealousy,--Death!” (translation)
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Overall results on the novels

English versions of the texts 
have a higher rate of a 
sentiment assigned to 
sentences

Outliers: The Handmaid’s Tale and To 
the Lighthouse

Originals identified as more 
positive than negative are also 
more positive in the translated 
versions

Outlier: Frankenstein
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Trafalgar (1873)

Original in Spanish

English version

Google Translate

“Man in Hole”? 
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Overall results of narrative plot

Similar plots in three versions: 

- El cisne de Vilamorta
- Marianela
- Trafalgar
- Frankenstein
- Pepita Jiménez

David Copperfield (eng, spa)

Different plots in three versions: 

- The Handmaid’s Tale
- La gaviota
- To the lighthouse

Cien años de soledad (spa, eng) 
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¡Gracias!
Thank you! 

Jennifer Isasi, PhD
CLIR Postdoctoral Fellow in Data Curation

j.isasi@austin.utexas.edu
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